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As we have been busily preparing our kitchens to meet the dead-

line for Pesach, our children especially the younger ones, have been 

busily preparing to ask the four questions. Asking the four  questions 

properly in Hebrew is a gauge not just for the children, but of the suc-

cess of their religious education. Within Jewish families, the bottom 

line is that when the Hebrew of the Four questions is well done, their 

Jewish education is regarded as well done. If not, not – regardless of 

anything else. It is interesting  how those four questions have changed 

throughout Jewish history, based on the circumstances in which Jew-

ish families lived. For example, let's imagine we are celebrating Pe-

sach in the first century of Roman ancient Israel. The Mishnah of that 

period instructs the child to ask the questions. The first two are famil-

iar. But the third question "On all other nights “                                            

“ we eat meat roasted , well done, or boiled, on this night only “              

”roasted. Then the question on dipping once on other night, twice 

tonight. 

What is going on here? Our version does not contain the ques-

tion regarding roasted meat, and includes the question about 

reclining .  What happened was that in Roman Israel the  temple was 



still standing and so that the third question concerns itself with the 

roasted Pesach lamb which was still eaten. . Now let's move forward 

to a different place and different time - ancient Babylonian - modern 

Iraq in the second/third century where the Talmud questions whether 

dipping vegetables into anything ,aside from Pesach ,is done on other 

nights at all!  Says Rava “on all other nights we don't dip even once, 

tonight we dip twice (which is of course our third question). So appar-

ently in Babylonia the dipping of herbs on all other nights at a standard 

meal was not the custom, as it was in Roman Israel. Both the geo-

graphic location and culinary customs.                                           has 

changed and the Four questions changed.                   

In that spirit of fluid Four questions responding to changing locales 

and circumstances, let's ask four questions, serious ones, related to 

our own times and situation. Perhaps you want to come with yours at 

the Seder table, Here are mine.

Two of mine are related to larger Jewish matters and two to spe-

cific ritual matters. My four are triggered by phrases in our Haggadah 

but applied to our general and Jewish word., 

First: “Kol Dichfin yetei Veyeichal"                                                     

” - "let all your come hungry come and eat.”

That of course is the phrase for inviting those who have no 

Seder to come to our Seder. So how about considering that question 



in todays political news . Which presidential candidate today, not 

based on his/her politics, but based on their enhancing Jewish exis-

tence would we want to invite to our Seder? Would it be Bernie 

Sanders? Well, some  might argue that he is born as a Jew but he 

doesn't enthusiastically or at all embrace this Passover holiday or the 

collective narrative and destiny  of our Jewish people. So he would not 

be the invited guest. But others might argue that indeed he fulfills the 

most frequently repeated  in the Torah " You shall remember the 

stranger because ".gerim hayetem beeretz maitzrayim"                                                                                                                                              

"you were strangers in the land of Egypt.”

And what of Donald Trump as the guest because of his contribu-

tion to enhancing Jewish existence? Well, in our time we live we talk a 

lot about conversion and keruv. The parents of those who embrace 

the religious life of the Jewish community, either through keruv or con-

version, are a critical support factor. Perhaps more attention to the 

psychology of the families from which those who convert to Judaism 

should be devoted. So here you have a presidential candidate, regard-

less of his politics, who encourages and embraces a daughter Ivanka 

who is converted to Judaism. Donald Trump has three Jewish grand-

children, no mean feat in a diminished American Jewish population. 

From that perspective Donald Trump should be our guest at the 

Seder.



 And Ted Cruz?- In terms of his unswerving allegiance to Medinat 

Yisrael Ted Cruz should be that guest.  Or Hillary Clinton – who as 

Secretary of State regularly and enthusiastically spoke to leaders 

throughout the world of the nefarious aspect o BDS.

A second question on this Passover night. You remember the 

quixotic passage which asks, “Who was a worse Jew hater Pharaoh 

or Laban, Jacob’s father-in-law?” The answer being Laban was worse 

because “Laban Bikesh Laakor Et Hakol"                                                  

” he tried to destroy the whole Jewish people whereas Pharaoh 

only sought to destroy the males? As we say in Yiddush “Azochan a 

vzei.” We Jews are in an unenviable position when we have to choose 

between degrees of anti-Semites in our time .  ".Vehagada Lebenbcha 

Bayom Hahu"' "You shall tell your child on that day,"  of how you expe-

rienced anti-Semitism? Who was worse ? Laban or Pharoh? The kind 

of anti-Semitism with which many in the older generation experienced 

– being called a kike or having pennies thrown at us?  Or the more 

nuanced kind here in New Jersey now, like at Princeton High School, 

a game with beer cups of “Jews versus Nazis”, in which the rules of 

the game see Jews are hidden or persecuted. A game played in an 

upper-middle-class high school, played by some of the school leader-

ship, jocks, and even Jews? What kind of poor formal and informal 

education and values has resulted in this trivialization of the Holo-

caust. “Kids will be kids”, or kids should not be kids and should be ed-



ucated to be adults? Which is worse in our time – “Pharaoh or 

Laban?”

And now to two ritual questions. “Matzot Tochlu Leshivat Yamim                                                 

” - "You shall eat matzot  for seven days and put away the leave from 

your houses“So what shall we do with the one of. Two recent teshuvot 

by the Rabbinical Assembly law committee regarding the prohibition of 

".Kitniyot " 

Legumes- those tricky prohibited items like rice which are not wheat or 

barley or oats  but can be confused with them, and were frequently 

farmed in rows mixed in beside them .One teshuvah says continue the 

prohibition on ".Kintniyot"  The other says no need to prohibit- it for-

malizes what has long been known even among the classic rabbis 

who labeled the prohibition of “kitniyot "– legumes a “minhag Shtut” – 

a foolish and unnecessary extension of hametz? Surely, let’s stay 

away and rid our houses of the five grains but not complicate our lives 

unnecessarily by restricting ourselves from legumes? 

Shall we adhere to the second teshuvah  by the rabbinical as-

sembly and eat rice as the Sephardim?Or shall we say that regard-

less, it's tradition, and why are we fretting over being kept away from 

the legumes for 8 days?! “?When in doubt, throw out.” We can get 

along without it. This is a fuss over nothing. Of course it is Rabbi 

Rosin, our Mara data , who will tell us up or down on this recent 

Teshuva.



And lastly we go back to the original question of the four ques-

tions "why is this night so different then other nights? That question 

reminds me of a conversation with a member of this long deceased. I 

entered his room in the hospital during Passover. He offered to share 

with me at lunchtime some of his especially  requested Passover meal 

– that is matzo , grape juice ,and an apple. It was lunchtime. I told him 

no thanks.  I had eaten my own Apple , grape juice and matzo at 

home ,  I added though ho I admired that that even under the circum-

stances of hospitalization, he observed Passover. His response to me 

was unexpected "Rabbi during the rest of the year I eat anything, even 

the Biblically forbidden foods. But  on Passover  I adhere to the 

Passover rules of kosher because it's Passover." My question to him 

and to others is “I admire your devotion and what the culinary rules of 

Passover mean to you. But why is this night so different than other 

nights? If you derive so much meaning for eight why not get to the 

same meaning during the other 357 days of the year? 

So yes the four questions change and develop. So yes, these are my 

four -two societal and two ritual  for our time and place and season.  

Think of your answers to these Four; think of your own four questions 

for us today and your answers.
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